
 7/14/22 Fiber Project Update 

 Great Progress! 
 We wanted to share our excitement and give everyone the latest on the fiber project 
 as progress installing the conduit and fiber to houses is moving nicely.  To date, 47 
 homes either have conduit or conduit and fiber installed to the outside of the home 
 leaving only 20 more to do!  This phase is 70% completed!  These installs have 
 advanced down to Spur Lane and will continue down Beaver Creek before working 
 up Wieland Drive.  By now everyone should have had contact with Tiffany at 
 Vero/Brainstorm regarding this phase.  If not, contact John. 
 Upper Beaver Creek down to the asphalt hill, along with Elk Valley, has been 
 surface bladed to mitigate the road cuts with additional gravel added in the 
 trenches.  DVE volunteers are organizing to remove unwanted rocks on the surface 
 left over from the trenching and blading to improve the road surface.  Spot 
 mitigation will occur on remaining roads and driveways as equipment becomes 
 available for the contractor.  The gravel for same has already been delivered. 

 Still a lot of work to do, but we’ll soon see light at the end of the fiber! 
 We are waiting on LPEA to facilitate power to the equipment site on Elk Valley. 
 Once this is completed, the equipment pad and cabinet will be placed along with 
 the receiving dish to bring the Internet into Deer Valley from the Spring Creek 
 Tower.  Technicians will begin connecting the backbone in the hand holes and 
 connecting the backbone to fiber drops going to our homes.   We’re sharing this 
 detail so that you can see there is still a lot of work to do.  Once the equipment is in 
 place and operational, actual hook-ups inside the homes can begin and live service 
 started.  It is expected that final hook-ups in homes will follow a similar pattern to 
 the previous work – back to front of the Development. 

 We continue to enjoy a good working relationship with both Vero and Circle Z, their 
 contractor.  They have been accommodating and pleasant to work with.  We have 
 been told that Vero is installing the top brand names and latest technology 
 equipment for this project. 

 We hope you share our excitement for truly high-speed Internet.  It is a 15+ year 
 dream coming true. 

 Any issues or concerns, contact one of us: 

 John Beebe                                                                 Les Kole 
 Project Manager                                                          Assistant Manager 
 970-759-4515                                                              970-799-5048 
 John.beebe@beebegroup.com  deerkole@yahoo.com 


